
Forecasting Market Cycles Using Planetary
And Lunar Movements: Wiley Trading 561
Financial astrology is the study of the relationship between celestial bodies
and financial markets. It is a controversial topic, with some arguing that it is
a valid science and others dismissing it as superstition. However, there is
some evidence to suggest that planetary and lunar movements may have
an influence on market cycles.
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One of the most well-known financial astrologers is W.D. Gann. Gann
developed a number of trading methods based on planetary and lunar
movements, which he claimed could be used to forecast market cycles.

In his book Wiley Trading 561, Gann outlines his methods for forecasting
market cycles. He uses a combination of planetary and lunar movements,
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as well as other factors such as price and volume, to identify potential
turning points in the market.

Gann's methods are complex and require a deep understanding of
astrology. However, there is some evidence to suggest that they can be
effective. In one study, researchers found that Gann's methods were able
to predict the direction of the S&P 500 index with 60% accuracy.

Whether or not you believe in financial astrology, there is no doubt that
planetary and lunar movements can have an impact on our lives. The
moon, for example, is known to affect the tides and human behavior. It is
therefore not unreasonable to assume that it may also have an influence on
the financial markets.

If you are interested in learning more about financial astrology, there are a
number of resources available online. You can also find a number of trading
courses that teach Gann's methods.

How to Use Planetary And Lunar Movements to Forecast Market
Cycles

If you are interested in using planetary and lunar movements to forecast
market cycles, there are a number of things you need to do.

1. Learn the basics of astrology. This includes understanding the
different planets and their meanings, as well as the different
astrological aspects.

2. Identify the planetary and lunar movements that are most relevant
to the financial markets. Gann identified a number of key planetary
and lunar movements that he used in his trading methods. These



include the Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
Neptune, and Pluto.

3. Develop a trading system based on planetary and lunar
movements. This system should include rules for identifying potential
turning points in the market, as well as rules for managing your trades.

4. Test your trading system on historical data. This will help you to
identify the strengths and weaknesses of your system, and to make
necessary adjustments.

Forecasting market cycles using planetary and lunar movements is a
complex and challenging task. However, it is a potentially profitable one. If
you are willing to put in the time and effort to learn the basics of astrology
and develop a trading system, you may be able to use planetary and lunar
movements to improve your trading results.

Please note that this article is not intended as financial advice. You should
always consult with a qualified financial advisor before making any
investment decisions.
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